
Upgrades 
 
BI-ACTIVE SEALING 
Consists of an upper and lower heating element (1/4”) to seal bags over 6 Mil thick or other tough-to-seal items. 
 
STAINLESS STEEL CHASSIS 
Allows for complete cleaning and sterilization required for harsh environments in all industries. 
 
CE CERTIFICATION 
Required in the European Union. 220PX - 220 Volt A.C. 50-60 Hz conversion included. 
 
220 VOLT A.C. 50-60 HZ CONVERSION 
For all countries where this higher voltage is required. 
 
STAINLESS STEEL DUAL NOZZLE 
To perform a quicker gas flush and vacuum on single large bags. Not intended for 2 bags at a time. Requires 12 
CFM air source. AVS and AVN models only 
 
ADDITIONAL VACUUM OR GAS CYCLE 
Additional gas or vacuum cycle. This upgrade helps to further reduce the oxygen and moisture level inside the bag.  
AVN models only. 
 
LOW-PRESSURE BAR CLOSE 
An additional safety feature that brings the sealing bar down even slower protecting users from energy hazards. 
AVS and AVN models only. 
 
DIGITAL TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
Amerivacs uses the fastest thermocouple-based control available, guaranteeing a 100% repeatable seal on all heat-
sealable materials: Tyvek, Nylon, Teflon, Kapton, and even vinyl or other materials that require higher sustained seal 
temperatures. Through increased precision and time control on the seal process, the digital temperature control also 
extends element and Teflon insulator life, thus reducing downtime service. 
 
PORTED EXHAUST 
Directs exhaust air from inside of the machine to a port on the back for customer plumbing outside the area.  
Recommended for clean rooms. 
 
ADDITIONAL SEAL BAR 
Instantly double your production, if space allows, by installing a second seal bar on the left side of the Chamber 
Vacuum Sealer. Available only for the AVC and AVCG chamber vacuum sealers. 
 
  



 
 
 
VACUUM SELECTOR SWITCH 
For quick switching within different vacuum pressures when packaging different size products.  Use this switch to 
select a pre-defined vacuum pressure that you set for each position. 
 
Accessories 

THE COALESCING AIR FILTER 
Protects your sealer from moisture and contamination in the incoming compressed air to the machine. Recommended 
for humid environments. 
 
VACUUM FILTER 
Keeps the vacuum pump free of any debris from your product that the nozzle might suck in and make your sealer 
inoperative. Must be installed by AmeriVacS. 
 
VACUUM REGULATOR 
Allows to lower the vacuum level exerted on the package. Ideal for fragile or sharp items. Adjustable from 0 to max. 
Must be installed by AmeriVacS. 
 
THE STAND 
Made of anodized aluminum, this user-friendly multi-position machine stand is for the AVS and AVN series vacuum 
sealers up to 35” long. Light and sturdy frame allows for different height adjustments and machine angles to 
maximize productivity. 
 
TRAY/ WORK SHELF 
An attachable 12” x 20” work shelf that can be adjusted to different heights to best accommodate your vacuum 
sealed product’s size. From a functionality standpoint, the work shelf will help to support the seal bag for better 
overall control when positioning it between the sealing jaws. Only available for the AVP, AVS, AVN up to 35” and 
CAV models. 
 
 
 
 


